2021《英语世界》杯冬奥写作大赛
A 类赛题
Referring to the history of China’s Silk Road, the introduction of Buddhism, the
prosperity of the Tang Dynasty, the formation of the Confucian cultural circle in East
Asia and Zheng He’s voyages to the West, write your opinions on why the Winter
Olympic Games Beijing 2022, like the historical events in the past, will further promote
exchanges and cooperation between China and foreign countries? You should write in
about 200—220 words to state your opinion.

B 类赛题
Shuey Rhon Rhon is the mascot of the Beijing 2022 Paralympic Winter Games, whose
design features elements from traditional Chinese paper cutting and Ruyi ornaments.
It is

a reminder of the traditional window decorations seen during Chinese holidays.

Does its head look like a lantern to you?

With a history of more than 2,000 years, the

lantern is a well-known “Chinese symbol” in the world, how do you relate it to the
Chinese people’s idea of participating in and working together to enjoy the Games? You
should write in about 180—200 words to state your opinion.

C 类赛题
The Capital Indoor Stadium was opened to the public recently, with a free skating area
and public classes taught by many world champions. At the same time, the Stadium
proposed an “Ice and snow benefiting people” Program, aiming to improve people’s
health and promote their Olympic spirit. What’s your understanding of the Program?
You should write in about 160—180 words to state your opinion.

D 类赛题
According to the Beijing 2022 Organizing Committee, more than 1 million people
applied to serve as volunteers and nearly 20,000 have been selected, most of whom are
from colleges and universities. If you apply for being a volunteer, as a college student
majoring in sports or art or a student in higher vocational college, how do you proof
yourself to be an excellent promoter for the Olympic spirit and volunteerism? You
should write in about 140—160 words to state your opinion.

